CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

JW Recommendations Drove
300% Lift For Evite in Two Weeks

When Evite, a social-planning website for creating,
sending, and managing online invitations, incurred
unexpected and expensive overages with a traditional
online video platform (OVP), they switched to JW Player,
and soon after the transition they saw more online
video traffic within one week than they had previously
experienced in an average month with their old OVP.

The Problem
On its home page for signed-in users Evite features original content in order to drive customer adoption.
It also features branded content from advertisers to generate revenue. When Evite’s CEO, Victor Cho, led
his team to make the switch from static content to video in order to drive increased engagement, Evite
discovered that their existing online video platform solution did not meet their needs. For example, when
an advertiser requested clickable overlays at the end of a video, their previous OVP not only did not support
this functionality, but also failed to respond to Evite’s customer service requests to explain and address the
issue. Furthermore, Cho was interested in finding ways to drive additional video views, and the other OVP’s
“outdated technology” did not offer data-driven recommendations.

The Solution
Superior Support
When Evite made the switch to JW Player from their old OVP, they saw the difference in technology and
support right away. Evite’s Director of Content, Ben Dally, notes that they immediately noticed that JW
Player’s support engineers almost always responded to their implementation questions “within 24 hours”.
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Simple UI

The rest of the implementation was also streamlined by JW Player’s easy-to-use dashboard. Dally notes, “It
is more user friendly for non-technical people. We didn’t need to involve our engineers with everything. For
instance, we were able to turn on related video overlays with just the switch of a button. If we were still with
[our old OVP], we would have had to add this feature to our sprint planning and it would have impacted our
time to market.”

JW Recommendations — Easy Implementation, Big Impact
As Dally describes, turning on JW Player Recommended videos was a simple process. Evite has 70 categories
for event invitations, and they added a tag to JW Platform to correspond with each category. These tags
dynamically pull in highly relevant related video content to the video player on each invitation page. Dally
describes the growing impact they see from these recommended videos: “With [our old OVP], we had one
million or fewer video views a week, and just last week with JW Player we saw 15 million.”
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Value

• 2x - 3x video views in the first two weeks, a number that continues to increase
• Helping to take advantage of 2016 holiday season with faster time to market
• 2-3 incremental additional video views per session with related videos
• Faster support and account services response times.

Furthermore, with the rapid growth in viewers that Evite is experiencing, JW Player provides Evite with peace
of mind that they will always be notified in advance about usage and will have an opportunity to scale up
their plan to avoid costly overages. Dally adds, “We only have 100 employees, but we are constantly evolving
our product and JW Player heard our issues and is there to grow together with us.”

Analytics — Track Growth and Make Data-Driven Decisions
Dally describes how he can also track the growth in video views and completes that Evite has been
experiencing in real time with JW Player’s analytics. These insights are in turn helping him and his team make
business decisions: “The JW dashboard makes me feel like like a data guy. We discovered that for our signed
in pages a smaller player with shorter form content was better. It’s been a temperature check on what kinds
and lengths of content to produce.”
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What’s Ahead for Evite based on Insights
and Innovation from JW Player:

• Adding to guest sites, output on content growing with new creative studio
• Adding player to guest invitations to guest sites
• Clickable videos, with links and hot spots
• Rolling out pre-roll advertisements for more monetization opportunities

“When I started at Evite we were working with [a
traditional OVP]. When we blew through our storage
allotment in a month, they didn’t give us a heads up.
We were already looking at JW Player because we liked
that they had a start up vibe, worked with great names
like Vice and Mashable, and were hustling for us. We
were expecting the superior service we received with
JW Player, but a great surprise after we switched was the
more than 15X growth in video views from JW Player’s
recommended video tool.”
— Ben Dally
Director, Video Development and Production
Evite
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